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ABSTRACT
The ultimate goal of smart grid is digitalization, automation, interaction and
informatization. If we want to establish smart grid, we must depend on advanced power
electronics technology. With the development of the society and the progress of era, the
development of economy and science and technology are also very rapid. Therefore, the
demand for energy is growing, and the average power grid is aging fast. That leads to the
high accident rate and based on the reasons above, in order to meet the needs of times
development, our country must use the advanced smart grid, on the basis of the advanced
sensing measurement and communication technology. The advanced power electronics
technology is the key to smart grid construction. The construction of smart grid really
plays an important role in society.
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INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of our country, the demand for energy is also growing. Along
with the economic development and the progress of the era, the increasing scientific and technological
level lead to increasingly serious the resources and environment problems nowadays. The development
of the power grid will confront greater difficulties. Establishing a smart grid is the inevitable choice of
the electric power development, but the establishment of the smart grid must rely on modern information
technology and reasonable control of technology and communication. Only the development of smart
grid can get the world to continuously meet the needs for the future development of energy. At present,
the national power grid has the independent innovation as the development of the fundamental basis
points, to have construction of informatization, automation, interaction characteristics of smart grid. The
establishment of a smart grid for the sustainable development of our country has important strategic
significance. Strong Safety Function
ADVANTAGES OF POWER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
Strong safety function
Smart grid itself is an interactive system. Therefore, in the process of running, the power grid
changes all the time in order to adapt to the change in the system and the environment and to meet the
demand of customers. Because of this, the smart grid requires excellent response ability and good
adaptability. Power electronics technology can rightly meet demand for safety performance of the smart
grid. At present, the power grid in the power electronics technology is basically done via different forms
of independent innovation. In relevant industries we have created fostering points, and have made some
progress in various aspects, such as the ability to improve the power grid transmission and distribution,
to reduce the fault loss, to improve power grid power supply quality and to shorten the recovery time
after fault and so on. We really have made new breakthrough. Estimating from current situation, in the
future, the construction of the smart grid in China is bound to put forward new requirements of the
advanced power electronics technology so as to promote the continuous development of power
electronics technology.
China's power grid space truss structure is relatively weak in comparison with some other
countries. In the aspects of carrying electricity and distribution, we still need to improve our skills.
Hence, currently, we must put more efforts on transmission equipment research and development. The
development of the power grid, interconnection of large power grid is the inevitable trend of the future
of power grid development all over the world. Direct current (dc) of our country’s large power grid
structure is complicated, so the difficulty of control will also be increased accordingly. In addition, the
natural disasters in our country are very frequent, so the power grid safety performance will be affected
by this feature. In this case, we must use the advanced power electronics technology to improve the
safety of power grid in our country. Power electronics technology can effectively adjust the current
distribution of power grid, enhance space truss structure of power grid in our country and reduce the
spread of the power grid failure rate. Moreover, the advanced power electronics technology can
effectively improve the power grid under various fault self-healing ability, improve the operation of the
power grid in China from overall level and can better contribute to social development.
The promotion of renewable energy
The spatial distribution of energy in our country is not balanced, wind energy and PV energy is
mainly distributed in northeast, north China, northwest and north region, by 2020 China's wind power
will reach 100 ~ 150 gigawatts (gw). The size of the photovoltaic power generation will reach 20 gw.
China will then focus on the development of large quantities of thousands of kilowatt wind power
station, and the development characteristics of the solar power station simultaneously. In the face of
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rrenewable ennergy’s disco
ontinuity and uncertainty, the securiity and stabiility of the power grid will
w face a
b
bigger
challeenge. Thus we want too establish a smart griid, realizingg the scheduuling and coontrol of
r
renewable
ennergy. The im
mplement off the controlling power is
i the premisse to promote the develoopment of
r
renewable
ennergy. To reealize the sccheduling annd control of the renewaable energy,, we have too use the
a
advanced
poower electro
onics technoology. It cann effectivelyy guaranteee the renewaable power of mass
t
transportatio
n, improve the
t power grrid in order to
t improve the
t clean eneergy, and inccrease the prroportion
in total energgy consumpttion, reducinng the pollutiion of the ennvironment.
IImprovemen
nt of electriic power quality
With the contin
nuous devellopment of economy and the ovverall progrress of scieence and
t
technology,
productivity
y is also in constant inncrease. The power gridd transmission of poweer quality
p
problem
has got more an
nd more attenntion from people.
p
Relevvant data shhow that in thhe United Sttates, due
t the powerr quality pro
to
oblems, the loss
l
has reacched hundreeds of billionns of dollarss a year. In addition,
u
users’
participation degrree of electrric power maarket is morre and more deep, whicch leads to thhe closer
c
connection
b
between
the power
p
supplly the user. So
S how to im
mprove the utilization
u
raatio of energyy is what
w should alll be concerrned. Using the advanceed power eleectronics tecchnology annd equipmennt will be
we
b
beneficial
too solve the problem
p
of power
p
grid transmission
t
n quality. Appart from thhis, the use of
o power
e
electronics
teechnology can
c improve the distribuution efficienncy of the power
p
grid, the
t realizatioon of the
m
maximum
foor users with
h high qualitty, and the electricity
e
suupply for collleges and unniversities. The
T chart
b
below
showss the specificc situation (ssee Figure 1)):

Figure 1 : Th
he economic lo
oss is decreasiing year by yeear, which meaans the qualityy of electric power is getting better.

Stronger seccurity perfo
S
ormance
At prresent, the ap
pplications of
o the power electronics technology in
i power sysstems has made great
p
progress,
buut, so far ourr country haas no furtheer breakthrouugh on the power electtronics equippment to
e
evaluate
the reliability of
o the system
m. So the prooblem to be solved now is to set up a perfect syystem for
e
electronic
electronics equipment
e
t evaluate the safety and reliabbility. To saafely use electronic
to
e
e
electronics
equipment is one of the im
mportant tassks in establiishing a smaart grid, becaause in the process of
t operationn of the pow
the
wer grid theree will be a laarge numberr of electronic power connverter technnologies.
T
Therefore,
o country has begun the
our
t researchh work in thhe field to deal
d
with sttability probblems. At
p
present
probblems still ex
xist in the simulation teechnology off our countrry. These prroblems hinddered the
p
power
electrronics techno
ology develoopment. Thaat’s why wee must estabblish a unifieed, perfect electronic
e
p
power
simulation platforrm, and carrry out thorouugh researchhes in order to
t facilitate the promotioon of the
c
comprehensi
ive reliability
y of the pow
wer systems in
i China.
Beneficial too energy con
B
nservation and
a emissioon reduction
n
Reseaarch shows that it is are an extrremely arduuous historic work forr the electriic power
e
enterprises
too carry out the energy conservation
c
n and emissiion reduction work. Thiis requires loong-term
e
efforts
and struggle.
s
Alsso the increaasingly serioous environm
mental polluution leads to the urgentt need of
c
clean
energyy for all coun
ntries, not onnly because clean energyy will not caause environm
mental polluution, but
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also because it is helpful to the establishment of the smart grid. At present, China's demand for the clean
energy is increasing constantly, much higher than the requirement of environment. Therefore we must
break through the power electronics technology to realize the leap-forward development of the power
grid in our country. The technical bottleneck, power electronics technology can effectively improve the
power electronics equipment stability and the reliability in the transmission process, improve the power
grid transmission capacity. In this way, it will save resources, realizing energy conservation and
emission reduction.
Along with the development of science and technology, the impact of power electronics
technology’s energy conservation and emission reduction has become more and more obvious (see
Figure 2).
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Figure2 : Energy saving emission reduction rate

As the chart shows, the impact of power electronics technology’s energy conservation and
emission reduction has become stronger, so has its benefits. Therefore, we need to put more efforts on
the research of power electronics technology.
Error! Reference source not found.
THE FEATURE OF POWER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
All under control: It is a device based on the run control of common brake pipe research and its
development. It has made great breakthrough on the function, and has realized the full automation in the
device, getting rid of the previous complex commutation circuit. The process of transmission has
become simpler. High frequency: it refers to the implementation of integrated circuit devices while
improving the machine's working frequency. In other words, we now do a lot more work than before so
the total work also increases. From a certain point of view, this characteristic is also conducive to energy
conservation and emission reduction. Integrated: It means integrating components of many units in order
to achieve better future management. High efficiency: High frequency will directly affect the production
efficiency of the device. The higher working frequency will also lead to higher working efficiency.
While the devices conduction voltage of the power electronics drops, the conduction loss will also
decrease. Instead, it will greatly enhance operation efficiency, and will further enhance the work
efficiency of the device.
THE FACTS SKILL OF SMART GRID
Overview of FACTS
FACTS technology refers to the skill which uses electronic electronics equipment as the
foundation and combines modern control technology to realize the control of the power grid. It is
applied to achieve the power grid transmission capacity, stability and reliability to the purpose of
maximizing a set of power electronic control technology. With the increasing of China's comprehensive
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national strength, the electric power development in our country has made great progress. For example,
in the field of power electronic devices, our country has developed greatly. With the development of
power electronics devices, FACTS technology has been transformed from the device of static reactive
power compensator which relies on the plate from the original control to unified power flow controller
technology. It is a great leap.
Is not hard to see that China's energy distributed and distribution of demand is a reverse one. So
objectively energy calls for a wide range of a shift in strategy. This will require a substantial boost
transmission capacity and bearing capacity, such as west power to east project. It requires power grid to
have more strengthened transmission capacity and the ability to resist disasters. At the same time, in the
trend of the regulation and control, voltage instability and other issues also need to be solved in the
process of energy transmission. FACTS technology can control and adjust most of the problems of the
power transmission grid. Its powerful control function is needed for establishing a smart grid in our
country.
The Application of SVC
SVC is a kind of transmission equipment. Its most remarkable characteristic is the strong
flexibility. It has broad functions such as adjusting the voltage, controlling current, improving the
stability of transmission system and strengthening the increase transmission capacity and so on. It is a
new method to help our country to establish a smart grid. China imported several sets of SVC equipment
from other countries in the 1980s and in 2004, under the auspices of the national power grid; the electric
power research institute of China independently developed a set of SVC equipment. Research and
development success marks THAT China has fully mastered the SVC system manufacturing technology.
The next few years, through the unremitting efforts, SVC power system popularized in our country.
SVC has the function of reactive compensation and the trend of optimization, which can not only
improve the power grid transmission capacity and transmission efficiency of power quality but can also;
improve the power grid security and stability. In addition, it is also suitable for various levels of power
grid. The SVC technology has promoted the process of power grid in the intelligent direction in our
country. By the year 2009, 20 sets of SVC have been put into use, saving a lot of fiscal expenditure of
the government. One set of equipment has saved more than one thousand millions RMB. Below is the
Figure 3 about the rate of the growth of the amount of fiscal expenditure SVC saved in these years:
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Figure 3 : Growth of the amount of fiscal expenditure SVC saved in these years

It is obvious that it goes in a positive direction. Therefore, we should promote the use of SVC
technology to reduce expenditure of the state.
The Application of FACTS
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With the continuous development of economy, productivity is also in constant increase. That
leads to a increase in the demand for energy. So our country's power grid is expanding constantly, which
caused some problems, such as the short circuit system and the excessive current. Based on the
continuous development of FACTS technology, also due to the nationwide promotion, in 2006 and
2007, respectively, the independent research and development of 500 kv controllable shunt reactor and
the first set of 500 kv magnetic control shunt reactor were put into use. This symbolized that our
country's power grid research has achieved new breakthroughs.
CONCLUSION
Advanced power electronics technology can effectively improve the integrated function of the
power grid. For example, it can "strengthen the bearing capacity of the power grid, optimize of the
power grid, protect the security of the power grid transmission, promote the renewable resources,
improve the quality of the power grid transmission, and improve reliability of power electronic
systems". So the power electronics technology is the foundation of the construction of smart grid. In
other words, the development of power electronics technology is the fundamental guarantee of longterm development and is also the intrinsic motivation.
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